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We define and study the polarization sets for vector-valued istributions. Systems 
of real principal type are defined, and we prove that for such systems of pseudodif- 
ferential operators we have a unique propagation of the polarization sets for the 
solutions. 
1. INT~00ucT10N 
When studying solutions to Maxwell’s equations, one is interested in the 
polarization, that is, the components in which the solutions are strongly 
oscillating., In this paper, we define and study the polarization sets, which 
refine the notion of wave front set for vector-valued distributions. The 
polarization set indicates in which components a distribution is singular, it is 
invariant under canonical transformations and transforms in a natural way 
when multiplied with elliptic systems of pseudodifferential operators. 
We also define systems of real principal type, whose principal symbols 
vanish of precisely the first order on their kernels. An example is Maxwell’s 
system of equations. We prove that for systems of real principal type the 
polarization sets of the solutions propagate in a unique way, so that the 
direction of propagation is determined by the principal symbol of the system, 
but the twisting of the polarization sets also depends on the subprincipal 
symbol. We also prove the existence of solutions with prescribed polarization 
sets and apply the results to Maxwell’s equations (for which the propagation 
of polarization is well known, see [4] and references there). 
In this paper, we only use classical pseudodifferential operators, that is, we 
assume that the symbol is an asymptotic sum of homogeneous terms. Thus, 
the principal symbol will always be homogeneous. We shall also assume that 
the pseudodifferential operators we use are properly supported. For notations 
and calculus results, we refer the reader to [2]. We shall only consider 
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distributions on a manifold X with values in CN. Since our results are 
microlocal and invariant under multiplication with elliptic systems of 
pseudodifferential operators, they immediately carry over to sections of 
vector bundles. 
2. POLARIZATION SETS 
Let X be an n dimensional manifold and let Q’(X, C”) be the distributions 
on X with values in CN. Thus, if u E g’(X, C”), then u = (uJj =,,,,,, ,,, where 
uj E g’(X). If A = (A,) is an M x N system of pseudodifferential operators 
on X then Au E 9’(X, C”‘) is defined by 
(AU)i=~AijUj, 1 <i<M. 
j 
We can also define the composition of compatible systems of pseudodif- 
ferential operators; if A = (A,) is an M x N system and B = (B,) is a K x A4 
system, then BA is a K x N system of pseudodifferential operators defined 
by 
(BA), = x BijAj, * 
The wave front set of u = (uj) E G/(X, C”) is defined as the union of 
WF(uj), but it does not specify in which components u is singular. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For ZJ E g’(X, C”), we define the polarization set of u 
as 
(2.1) 
where 
.,KA = ((x, r; w) E (T*X\O) x CN; w E Ker a(x, 0). (2.2) 
Here the intersection is taken over 1 x N systems of pseudodifferential 
operators A with principal symbol o(A) = a, and Ker a(x, <) is the kernel of 
a(x, r). Observe that (T*X\O) x 0 is always contained in XA for any A, thus 
is contained in WF,,,(u) for any U. 
Note that the principal symbols are homogeneous since we only consider 
classical pseudodifferential operators. Thus, the polarization set is closed, 
conical in the < variables and linear in the fiber. Since the definition only 
involves the principal symbols, we find that multiplication with elliptic scalar 
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Fourier integral operators leads to transformation of the polarization set by 
the corresponding canonical transformation. It is also clear that in order to 
determine the fiber of the polarization set of u over (x, r) we may take the 
intersection over those systems A for which (x, {) G WF(Au). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let u = (24,) u2) E Q’(X, C’) and assume that 
( Y, rl) @ wF(u I 1. Then 
am,,, G {(x, r; (0, z>); z E c I 
over a conical neighborhood of ( y, v). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let u = (v,du) E GJ’(R”, C’) where u E Y’(lR”) and A is 
the Laplacian. Then 
since Au, - u2 = 0. Thus the polarization set indicates the strongest 
singularity of the distribution. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider Maxwell’s equations 
E a,e - curl h = 0, 
p a,h + curl e = 0, 
div(ee) = div@h) = 0, 
(2.3) 
where e = (e,, e2, e3), h = (h,, h,, h,) E GS’(R x R3, C’), and E(X), /f(x) E 
C”O(lR3) are positive and scalar valued. The principal symbol of this 8 x 6 
system is defined by 
= I'(E(X)7W, -rx w,,,4x)rw, +rx w,, E(X). ((7 Wl),/Ju(X> * (6 w*)>, 
(2.4) 
where (w,, w2) E C3 x C3 and (7, r) E R x R3. If u = (e, h) satisfies (2.3), 
then it follows from the definition that the fiber of the polarization set of u 
over (t, x, t, <) is contained in the kernel of p(x, 7, [). Now, the kernel is non- 
trivial only if 7# 0, since (wj, <) =0 and CX wj=O, <# 0, imply that 
wj = 0. When r # 0 and 0 # (w r , w2) E Ker p(x, 7,& we obtain 
Wj = -(EP72)-’ < X (< X wj), 
which implies that ept* = l<l’ and (w,., r) = 0, j = 1, 2. Thus the kernel is 
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non-trivial only if s,ur* = I<]’ f 0 and it is two dimensional then. If cp7' = 
[<I2 # 0, then by choosing u, and v2 E R3 such that (u,, u2, </l<j) is a right- 
handed orthonormal basis for R3, and putting 
we obtain a basis for Kerp(x, t, <). 
If u = (e, h) satisfies (2.3) and the polarization set of u is one-dimensional 
in the fiber, thus the fiber is equal to 
{c,u,+c,u,,c,/c,=rECUoo}, 
then we say that u is polarized. Here, z E R U 00 corresponds to linear 
polarization, z E i . R\O to elliptic and z = fi to circular polarization. By 
choosing suitable vi and u2 we can always obtain one of these cases (see [5, 
p. 3621). 
We shall now study the relation between the polarization set and the wave 
front set of a vector-valued istribution, and prove that the polarization set is 
a refinement of the wave front set. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Zfu E G’(X, Cl”), then 
where 7t is the projection on T*X; x(x, 6; w) = (x, r). 
ProoJ If (x, l) & WF(u), then (x, <) kiJ WF(Au) for all 1 x N systems of 
pseudodifferential operators A, so it follows that the fiber of IV,,,,(u) is 
trivial over (x, 0. On the other hand, if the fiber of IV,,,(u) is trivial over 
(x, <), then we can find 1 x N systems of pseudodifferential operators Aj, 
j = l,..., N, such that Aju E Cm(X) and 0 Ker o(Aj) = 0 at (x, <). By 
multiplying with elliptic scalar pseudodifferential operators, we can assume 
that all Aj have the same order. Then A = (Aj)j=l,.,,,N is an N x N system of 
pseudodifferential operators with homogeneous principal symbol a(A) = 
(u@j>>j=,,...,, so A is non-characteristic at (x, 0. By constructing a 
microlocal parametrix for A, we obtain that (x, <) G?G WF(u), which proves 
the proposition. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. We shall now construct u E GZ’(lR”, C”) such that 
~q&4\0 = ((0, tt,) x (C”\O); t E R + I, (2.7) 
where ) 6 ) = 1. By a change of variables we can assume that 
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to = (0,O ,..., 1) = e,. Let y/~ C~(Wfl-l) such that y/(O) = 1, let 
x(t) E Cm(R) such that x(t) = 1 when t > 2, x(t) = 0 when t < 1, and define 
#j(x) by 
zij(<) = XC<,) V(l’ * <E-‘) exP(icjK), j = l,..., M, (2.8) 
where <=(<‘,&,)EIR”, O<,U< 1, cjER and cj#c, whenjfk. We shall 
prove that u = (u~)~= ,,,,,, ,,,, satisfies (2.7). 
Since ]r’] =(“(I<,]‘-“) in supp zZj, it is easy to see that zZj E Sy-,,,, i.e., 
&vj(()( < C,(l + ]r])-‘““‘-“’ Va, Vj. (2.9) 
This gives that X%(X) E Ck(R”) if --/al (1 -p) + k < -n, so x=0 in 
sing supp(u). Also, if A is a 1 x M system of pseudodifferential operators 
with symbol supported over a compact set in R”, then 
A;(t) = exp(-@,, ~,>>MY, r), 4yl))lco,,, 
N- I (2.10) 
= k& (--iP,, 4J)klW(y~ rl), fW)l(o.r, 
mod S-,b’(I-U), 
where a’ is the full symbol of A (see [3, Theorem 3.61). Since G(l) is 
supported where ]<’ ] = 0(<:-“), <,, > 1, we find that 
WY(u) C_ { (0, te,); t E R + }. (2.11) 
It remains to prove that if A is a 1 X M system of pseudodifferential 
operators with principal symbol a(x, <) = (aj(x, r))j= ,,...,M such that 
a(0, e,) # 0, then Au cf ?(I?“). Naturally, it is no restriction to assume that 
a(x, 0 is homogeneous of degrE 0 in the < variables. If Au E C”, then all 
the terms in the expansion of Au(<) in (2.10) must vanish. Thus 
C aj(O, 03 <,) ;j(OT t,) = ("(It,l"-'1 (2.12) 
so if <z=tE IF?,, then 
x ~~(0, e,) exp(icjt) = P(tl-“U) = p(t-‘) (2.13) 
for some E > 0 since 0 < ,U < 1. Because the sum is bounded for all r, the 
estimate holds after convolution with any function in .Y(lR). This is a 
contradiction since (2.13) is the Fourier transform of a sum of Dirac 
measures, which finishes the example. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be an M x N system of pseudodifferential 
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operators on X with principal symbol a(x, [) and let u E a/(X, @“). Then 
4~~polW> g ~~,,&W~ 
where a operates on the fiber; a(x, {; w) = (x, r; a(x, 0~). 
(2.14) 
Proof Assume that (x, & w) E WE’&u). If B is a 1 X M system of 
pseudodifferential operators with principal symbol b(x, 0, such that 
BAu E Ccl)(X), then by definition w E Ker o(BA)(x, c) s Ker b(x, r) a(x, r). 
Thus, a(x, r)w E Ker b(x, <) when BAu E Cm(X), so (x, r; a(x, <)w) E 
WFpO,(Au), which proves the proposition. 
In general, we do not get equality in (2.14), for example, when a(x, [) 
vanishes. For elliptic operators however, we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let E be an N x N system of pseudodlxerential 
operators on X with principal symbol e(x, r) and let u E g/(X, C”). If E is 
non-characteristic at ( y, 17) E T*X, then 
over a conical neighborhood of ( y, v). 
Proof: Since E is non-characteristic at (y, r,r), we can construct a 
microlocal parametrix E, for E. Then a@,) = e- ’ in a conical 
neighbourhood of (y, q), so by applying Proposition 2.7 to E and E, we 
obtain equality (2.15) near ( y, r,~). 
3. SYSTEMS OF REAL PRINCIPAL TYPE 
A scalar pseudodifferential operator on an n dimensional manifold X is of 
real principal type if the principal symbol q(x, 0 is real and the Hamilton 
field EZ, = 2 acjqa,- axjqal, is non-vanishing and does not have the radial 
direction when q = 0. We shall generalize this definition to systems of 
pseudodifferential operators. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An N x N system P of pseudodifferential operators on 
X with principal symbol p(x, r) is of real principal type at ( y, q) E T*X\O if 
there exists an N x N symbol @(x, r) such that 
Rx, 6-l ~(x, 8 = q(x, 0 . Id, (3.1) 
in a neighborhood of (y, v), where q(x, <) is a scalar symbol of real principal 
type and Id, is the identity in CN. We say that P is of real principal type in 
l2 C T*X\O if it is at every (y, v) E 8. 
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Note that since p is homogeneous, ~5 and q can be chosen homogeneous, so 
the set where P is of real principal type is conical and open in T*X\O. 
Observe that there may not always exist a p’ satisfying (3.1) globally when P 
is of real principal type. 
Elliptic systems are trivially of real principal type, because when det p # 0, 
PC@-‘. Thus we only have to check the existence of such a p’ microlocally 
on 0, = ((x, <) E T*X\O; det p(x, <) = 0). It is clear that p’ . p = q - Id,,, if 
and only if p . p’ = q . Id,. In fact, this is trivial when q # 0 since p” = q + p- ’ 
then, and follows when q = 0 by continuity, because dq # 0. This also gives 
that p’ and q are determined modulo a scalar factor. 
Since Definition 3.1 only involves the principal symbol of the system, the 
property of being of real principal type is obviously invariant under 
canonical transformations. It is also invariant under multiplication with 
elliptic systems of pseudodifferential operators. In fact, if A and B are elliptic 
systems with principal symbols a(x, 0 and b(x, <), then BPA has principal 
symbol b(x, t) p(x, t) a(x, t). Since (a-‘~? . be’) bpu = q . Id if p’ . p = q . Id 
we obtain that BPA is of real principal type if P is of real principal type. We 
also obtain that the adjoint P* is of real principal type then. This follows 
from the fact that the principal symbol of P* is ‘p(x, 0 and ‘p . ‘5= 4 . Id = 
q.Id ifp.p=q. Id. 
From the definition we note that Imp G Ker p’ when q = 0. Since dq # 0 
when q = 0 we can choose q(x, <) =x, as a local coordinate then, 
x = (x’, x,,) E R”, and expand 
p(x, 0 =po(x’, 0 + x, PI(X’, 6 + P(xi), 
p’(x. 4) =p”&‘, r> + X”Fl(X’, 0 + (“(x:). 
We obtain from (3.1) that 
APO=01 (3.2) 
AP, +p’l P,, = Mv. (3.3) 
We have that Imp, c Kerp’,, which implies rankp, + rankp’, < N. Since 
(3.3) gives that rankp, + rank& > N, we have equality and 
Imp,, = KerfiO. 
Now the rank of a symbol is lower semi-continuous, so rankp, = N - rankfiO 
is integer valued and continuous. Thus the rank of p is locally constant on 
q-‘(O). Equation (3.3) implies that jop1 is equal to the identity when 
restricted to Kerp,. This gives that Ker p,, E Im& and since rankp, + 
rank & = N we obtain 
Kerp, = Im&. 
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Because j&p, = Id on Kerp, and Ker p0 = Imp,, we obtain that xc p, is a 
bijection of Kerp, onto Coker pO, if rcc is the quotient mapping of 6” onto 
CN/Im p,, = Coker p,, . This gives the necessity of the conditions in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P be an N x N system of pseudodlflerential 
operators on X with principal symbol p(x, Q. Then P is of real principal type 
at (y, q) E T*X\O if and only f the following conditions are fulfilled in a 
neighborhood of (y, 7): 
fip = {(x, () E T*X\O, det p(x, <) = 0) 
is a hypersurface with non-radial Hamilton field, (3.4) 
the dimension of Kerp is constant on R,, (3.5) 
~~(8, p)(x, l) is a bijection of Ker p(x, <) onto Coker p(x, 0 if 
(x, 0 E R, and p E N(Q,), the normal bundle of a,,, and xc is 
the quotient mapping of CN onto CN/Im p(x, <) = 
Coker p(x, t). (3.6) 
Observe that if p E T(f2,), the tangent bundle of R,, then it follows from 
(3.2) that 
Fo@, P)W =I-%@, Po)w = -(a, &) PO w = 0 
if w E Ker p on Q, . Thus a0 p maps Ker p into Im p when p E T(Gn,) and P 
is of real principal type. 
Proof: It remains to prove the sufficiency of (3.4)-(3.6). According to 
(3.4), we can choose a scalar symbol q(x, <) of real principal type such that 
L2, = q-i (0) near ( y, n). As before we choose q(x, c) = x, as a local coor- 
dinate and expand 
p(x, 0 = po(x’, r) + x, P*(X’, r> + (“(x9 
Conditions (3.5) and (3.6) imply that we can choose a symbol Fo(x’, r) 
microlocally such that 
Fo*‘lDo=O 
and 
~7, .p, =Id on Ker po. 
In fact, we only have to take the inverse of the mapping of Ker p. onto 
Cokerp, defined by ncp,, and lift this by rcc to CN. Then 
Ker p. c Ker(Id -F. p,) 
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so we can choose p’,(x’, <) microlocally such that 
j, .pO=Id-&,.p,. 
Then (~&,+qj~).p=q.E near (y,q), where E=Id when q=O, so E is 
elliptic in a neighborhood. We obtain that fl= E ‘( $,, + qj,) satisfies J? . p = 
q . Id near ( y, v), which proves the proposition. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let P be an N x N system of pseudodifferential operators 
with principal symbol 
P= 
where 0 <K < N and q(x, c$) is a scalar symbol of real principal type, 
homogeneous of degree 0. Then P is obviously of real principal type and we 
can choose 
0 
q. Id,-, ’ 
(3.8) 
Now every system of real principal type can microlocally be transformed 
to the form (3.7) by multiplication with elliptic systems. In fact, we can 
choose elliptic homogeneous N x N symbols a(x, 0 and b(x, Q such that 
a-‘(~,<) maps Kerp(x,r) onto {wECN; wj=O whenj>K} and b(x,Q 
maps Imp(x, l) onto {w E CN; wj = 0 when j < K} microlocally when 
(x, r) E R, . Then 
bpa = qF,, qF,, 
qF,, F,, 
microlocally where q is a scalar symbol of real principal type, homogeneous 
of degree 0, Fik are homogeneous and F,, is an elliptic (N - K) x (N - K) 
symbol. Since bpa is of real principal type, (3.6) gives that F,, is an elliptic 
K x K symbol, so by multiplying with 
b, = 
i 
14 -qfV,’ 
-F,, F,’ Id,-, 
we obtain that 
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where 
and 
En =F,, -@XT,% 
are elliptic in a neighborhood of q-‘(O). By putting 
a, = G’ 
( 
0 
O ) 
EL’ 
we obtain that 
microlocally. This reduction gives that 
det p = qK/det(aa, bb ,) 
and that the inverse of p is equal to 
-I q-‘Id, 0 
P =aa, 0 Id b,b N-K 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
microlocally when q # 0. 
Next we study the composition of systems of real principal type, which 
may also be of real principal type. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let P, and P, be N x N systems of pseudodifferential 
operators on X with principal symbols p,(x, IQ, p2(x, l) and let P = I’, P, . If 
deg P = deg P, + deg P,, then P is of real principal type at ( y, q) E T*X\O if 
and only if the following conditions are satisfied in a neighborhood of ( y, r]): 
P, and P, are of real principal type, (3.11) 
.R, = a,, v RP2 is an embedded hypersurface, (3.12) 
Kerp, c Imp,. (3.13) 
The motivation for condition (3.13) is that the principal symbol of a 
system of real principal type may only vanish of the first order on its kernel, 
in the sense of (3.6) so pz has to be injective on Cokerp,. 
Proof. First we show the necessity of the conditions. If P is of real prin- 
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cipal type at ( y, II), then condition (3.12) follows from (3.4). By definition, 
since a(P) =p =p2 p, , there exists an N x N symbol F such that 
$.P~P,=P~P,.@=~.I~ (3.14) 
near (y, II), where q is a scalar symbol of real principal type. Thus P, and P, 
are of real principal type at (y, u) and we can choose p’, =fi. pz and 
p”* =p, . j. This gives that Kerp, G Imp, c Imp, near ( y, v), which proves 
the necessity of (3.1 l)-(3.13). 
When proving the sufficiency we only have to consider ( y, 7) E Q,, n L?,,. 
In fact, otherwise one of P, and P, is elliptic, so (3.11) gives that P is of real 
principal type at (y, q). Near (y, q) E Q,, n QP2 we have that 0, = 
a,,, = QP2 because of (3.11) and (3.12). Since p’ and q in Definition 3.1 are 
determined modulo a non-vanishing scalar factor near Q,, condition (3.11) 
gives that we can choose N x N symbols jj, and p’* such that 
near (y,fl)E9-‘(0)=~np,nn,l, where q is a scalar symbol of real prin- 
cipal type. Now, Ker pi = Im fij and Im pj = Ker Ri, j = 1,2, on q - ’ (0) near 
( y, q), so (3.13) gives that 
Im P; E Ker p’, (3.15) 
when q = 0. Thus the composition p’, p’z vanishes on q ‘(0) near ( y, v) so 
we can factor 
near ( y, q), where p’ is an N x N symbol. Since 
we obtain that g. p = q . Id near (y, q), which proves the sufficiency and 
finishes the proof of the proposition. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider Maxwell’s equations in Example 2.4. This 
system of equations is not of real principal type since it is not quadratic. But 
we have that 
a,(div(ee)) = div(sa,e) = div(cur1 h) = 0 
and 
B,(div@h)) = div@a,h) = -div(curl e) = 0 
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if 24 = (e, h) satisfies 
ea,e-curlh=O, 
p 8,h + curl e = 0. 
(3.16) 
Thus the divergence equations are fulfilled for all values of t if they are 
fulfilled for one value. If (e, h) satisfies (3.16), then by choosing 
eO(x) = grad A(x), 
h,(x) = grad B(x) 
we obtain that (e - e,, h - h,) satisfies Maxwell’s equations if 
div(ae,) = E AA + (grad E, grad A) = div(ce) 
and 
div(&,) = ,u AB + (grad ,u, grad B) = div@h) 
when t = t,. This is clear since curl(grad A) = curl(grad B) = 0. Now, z = 0 
in WI;(A) and WF(B), because a,A = 8,B = 0, so the subtraction of (e,, h,) 
does not change the polarization set of u = (e, h) when r # 0. 
If we ignore the divergence equations we get the 6 x 6 system of equations 
(3.16) which has principal symbol defined by 
P& 7, t)(w,, w2) = i(G) . rwl - t X w2, 4x1 . 7w2 + t X w,) (3.17) 
when (w,, w2) E C3 x C3. If 7 # 0, then according to Example 2.4 this 
system is elliptic when c,ur2 # /{I’, and Kerp,(x, r, <) is spanned by 
u, = (u,, -w(~)(c/p)“‘~,>, 
u2 = (5, sgn(7)(4~)“’ 8 ‘) 
when w7 = ItI2 f0, if (u,, u2, </ItI> is a right-handed orthonormal basis for 
R3. Now 
0 
P . Id, 
so we obtain that 
since (uj, vk) = Sjk. Because ip,, is real and symmetric, Ker p. is orthogonal 
to Im po, so Proposition 3.2 gives that the 6 x 6 system (3.16) is of real prin- 
cipal type when r # 0. 
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4. PROPAGATION OF POLARIZATION SETS 
Now we are going to study the propagation of polarization sets for 
systems of real principal type. Let P(x, 0) be an N x N system of pseudo- 
differential operators on an n-dimensional manifold X. Assume that P is of 
real principal type at (y, ‘1) E T*X\O, and of order m. Thus, the symbol of P 
is an asymptotic sum of homogeneous terms: p(x, r) + p,- ,(x1 6) + 
Pm-2(X, r> + ...? where p = o(P) and pi is homogeneous of degree j. Assume 
that u E G’(X, C”) and that (y, q) @ WF(Pu). We shall study the 
polarization set of u over a neighborhood of (y, II). Choose an N x N 
symbol k(x, <) such that p’. p = q . Id, near (y, q), where q is a scalar 
homogeneous symbol of real principal type. We can choose p’ homogeneous 
of degree 1 - m, then q is homogeneous of degree 1. Let p(x, D) be an 
N x N system of pseudodifferential operators on X with symbol equal to 
Ax, r) +p’-,(x, r) +j-,-,(x, 4 + ..., 
where j= a(p) and pj is homogeneous of degree j. Let Q = FP; since 
( y, v) G? WF(Pu), we obtain (y, v) $G WF(Qu). The calculus gives that the 
symbol of Q is equal to 
q.Id,+(l/i)~:a,~.a,~+~-m~+~~n,-, 
i 
(4.1) 
near ( y, II) apart from lower-order terms. Since J? . p = q . Id near ( y, I?), we 
have 
~,i~,jq.Id=(~,~,~)~+~,~.~,,~+~,j~~~,i~+~~,i~,i~ 
there, so (4.1) is equal to 
(q + (2-l x ax,,a,q> Id,+ (2i)-’ {fi,,p} +Z,p +ll~f,-~ 
= (q + (2i) ~ ’ x axi aljq) Id, + Q, (4.2) 
near ( y, q). Here 
(4.3) 
is the Poisson bracket, which is not skew symmetric since fi and p are 
matrices, and 
p”,-, =pm-, - (2i)-’ 2: a,a,ip, 
p’“, =fi-, - (2i)-’ y a,j~,jfT 
are the subprincipal symbols of P and P^ (see [ 1, Sect. 5.21). 
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We shall prove results on the propagation of polarization sets for P by 
studying the operator Q = P” o P. So for a while we forget about P and 
assume that (v, q) fZ WF(Qu). First, we prepare Q microlocally, 
transforming it to a scalar operator. 
Let q(x, 0) be a scalar pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol 
q(x, <) and vanishing subprincipal symbol. By conjugating with elliptic 
N x N systems of pseudodifferential operators, we can transform Q to 
q(x, 0) . Id, microlocally, modulo smoothing operators. In fact, let E be an 
N x N system of pseudodifferential operators of order 0 with symbol equal 
to 
where e =a(E) and ej is homogeneous of degree j. In order to have 
( y, q) & WF(QE - Eq(x, 0) Id), it suffices that 
-iH,e + Q,e=% (4.4) 
-iH4e-j + Q,e-j=R-j, j > 0, (4.5) 
in a conical neighborhood of ( y, q), where RPj is homogeneous of degree -j 
and only depends on Q, q(x, O), e and emk, k < j. These first-order 
differential equations can be solved successively in a conical neighborhood 
of ( y, q) with solutions homogeneous of decreasing order, so that det e # 0. 
Let E, be a parametrix for E and put u = E, u. Since ( y, q) @ WF(Qu) U 
WF(QE - Eq) we obtain that ( y, q) 6 WF(q(x, D)u) and Corollary 2.8 gives 
that WFP,,(u) = e( WFP,,(u)). 
Since q(x, 0 is homogeneous of degree 1 and of real principal type, we 
can find a homogeneous canonical transformation x: T*lR”\O + T*X\O, 
such that q 0 x(x, r) = l, microlocally near x- ‘(y, q). By conjugating with 
an elliptic scalar Fourier integral operator, we can assume that X = RR and 
q(x, D) = D,, according to the remark after Definition 2.1. Thus assume that 
( y, v) & WF(D, 0). Let rh be the translation operator in the x, variable, so 
that 
7/&(x) = $qx’, x, - h) when $ E P(lR”). 
Since ( y, s) @ WF(D,u) and the wave front set is conical and closed, there 
exists E > 0 such that 
( y, v) @ WF(7, D,, 0) = WW, 7,, 0) if lhl < s. 
This gives 
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so if B is a 1 x N system of pseudodifferential operators, then 
Thus the polarization set of v is constant in the x, direction in a 
neighborhood of (y, q), so the polarization set of u = Ev is a linear 
combination of solutions of (4.4) near (y, q), the coefficients constant in the 
x, direction, which corresponds to the Hamilton field of 4. Returning to the 
original system P we shall prove that Eq. (4.4) gives well-defined orbits in 
f,i = ((x, <; w) E (T*X\O) x C”; w E Kerp(x, t)}. 
Observe that, by definition, WFP,,(u) z.4, over a conical neighborhood of 
(Yt rl). 
First we define 
D,w=H,w+~(~,p}w+i~p”,~,w, (4.6) 
where w is a Cm function on T*X\O with values in C’. This is a partial 
connection along the Hamilton field of Q,. According to (4.2) the equation 
-iD, w = 0 agrees with (4.4) when w = e E Kerp. Observe that the 
computation above gives, if B is a 1 X N system of pseudodifferential 
operators with principal symbol b(x, 0 E Kerp(x, c) on Q,,, that 
D, b(x, {) = ia(pPB - Bq(x, D) Id)(x, 5) (4.7) 
on 0, if o(p) =p’ satisfies ~?p = q Id, q is of real principal type, and 4(x, D) 
has principal symbol q(x, C;) and vanishing subprincipal symbol. Here we 
have taken the principal symbol in the right-hand side of (4.7) to be the term 
homogeneous of degree deg B + deg q - 1. 
We shall show that D, defines a partial connection on J!$. Let y be a 
bicharacteristic in $2, and let y 3 (x, <) -+ w(x, {) E C” define a C” section 
of y X cN. Assume that 
w E Kerp at (~,rl)E Y 
and 
D,wEKerp on Y, 
so that 
O=pD,w=pH,w+tp{~,p}w+iqp”,-,w 
=pH,w +fp{F,~lw on Y (4.8) 
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since fip = q . Id = 0 there. Now Vq . Id = (Vg)p + $ Vp = (VP)J? + p Vfi, 
thus 
PV~PI=H,P-~((~,~P)~W~P-(&~P)~‘~,~P) 
=~H,P+ IP>P’IP~ 
so (4.8) is equivalent to 
(4.9) 
on y. This means that pw solves a first-order differential equation along y so 
pw G 0 on y since pw = 0 at ( y, 7) E y. Thus, if w E Ker p at one point of a 
bicharacteristic of Q,, then D, w E Ker p along the bicharacteristic if and 
only if w E Kerp there. So D, defines a partial connection on , 4,; and 
D, w = 0 can be solved with w E Kerp. 
The definition of D, depends on the choice of p and q. Since p’= 9~~~ ’ 
outside QP, J? and q are determined modulo a non-vanishing scalar factor 
near QP. We shall study how D, w depends on p’ and q when w E Kerp. 
Thus, let f be a non-vanishing scalar, then Hf, = fH, + qHr and 
{JZPI =vt-{~K~l +FH,P=SGPJ + {AsI Id- (@#)P 
since ji’p = q Id. This gives, if D, is defined by (4.6), that 
D~=H,,+~{f~,,}+~~ps,~, 
=.fDp + qH,+ ilf, 41 Id - f(H,i9~ 
so 
D;w =fD,w + +(f,q}w 
if w E Ker p. Thus, if w E Ker p solves D, w = 0, then DL(aw) = 0 if a is a 
scalar function satisfying 
H,a+(2f)-‘{f,q)a=O. 
This shows that different choices of p’ and q only change the solution in L/Ii 
by a scalar factor and motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A Hamilton orbit of a system P of real principal type is 
a line bundle L cMply, where 
(i) y is an integral curve of the Hamilton field of R,, 
(ii) L is spanned by a C” section w satisfying D,w = 0. 
It is clear from (4.7) and the argument above that conjugation of P by an 
elliptic scalar Fourier integral operator leads to transformation of the 
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Hamilton orbits by the corresponding canonical transformation. We have 
proved that the definition does not depend on the choice of p’ and q in (4.6) 
and that cKP is a union of Hamilton orbits. Summing up, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be an N x N system of pseudodlflerential operators 
on a manlyold X and let u E GS’(X, C”). Assume that P is of real principal 
type at ( y, r) E Q, and that ( y, II) @ WF(Pu). Then, over a neighborhood of 
( y, r) in Q,, WFP,,(u) is a union of Hamilton orbits of P. 
If we consider . Yj as a vector bundle with the partial connection D, along 
the Hamilton field of Q,, then Theorem 4.2 gives that the non-trivial part of 
the polarization set of u is parallel in NP along the Hamilton flow of LIP, if 
Pu E Coo(X). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. We shall study the propagation of polarization for 
u = (e, h) satisfying the 6 x 6 system 
F(X) . a,e - curl h = 0, 
P(X) . a,h + curl e = 0 
(4.10) 
which is of real principal type when t # 0 according to Example 3.5. Here e, 
h E Q’(lR x R3, C’) and E(X), p(x) E Cm(lR3) are positive and scalar valued. 
As noted in Example 3.5 it is no restriction to assume that e and h satisfy the 
divergence equations 
div(e . e) = div& . h) = 0 (4.11) 
when studying the polarization set of u when r + 0. 
Now (4.10) gives 
Since 
E . a:e = curl(a,h) = curl(-p-’ curl e) 
= ,D -2(grad ,u) x curl e - p - ’ curl(cur1 e). 
u x (u x w) = (u, w)u - (24, u)w, 
we obtain that 
curl(cur1 e) = grad(div e) -de 
and 
(grad ,u) x curl e = grad,(grad p, e) - x (a,i~) a,,e 
= grad(grad ,LL, e) - (Hess p)e - 8, e, 
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where grad, is the gradient operating only on e, a,,e is the derivative of e in 
the direction of grad /J and Hess ,D = (a, a,kp)j,, is the Hessian of ,u. Because 
of (4.11) we have 
(grad E, e) + E div e = 0, 
so 
grad(div e) = grad(-s-‘(grad E, e)) 
= se2(grad E, e) grad E - s-’ grad(grad E, e). 
Thus we obtain, with Cl = .qu& -A, 
q le + s-‘(grad E, e) grad E - ~‘grad(grad E, e) 
-.~~grad(grad~,e)+~~-‘(Hess,~)e+~-’8,e=O. 
A similar computation gives 
Oh +P-‘(grads, h) gradp -,K’ grad(grad,u, h) 
-c-’ grad(grad E, h) + EC’(Hess c)h + E-’ a,h = 0. 
This gives that u = (e, h) satisfies -Qu = 0, where Q has symbol 
tw2 - ItI’> 14 + Q,k 8 + Q&l 
and Q,i are of order j, defined by 
Q,(x, t)(w,, ~2) = i((a + b, w,X - (b, l> w, 3 (a + by w,)t - (a, t> ~2) (4.13) 
and 
Q,(x)(w, 3 w2) = (~‘(Hess E) w, - (a, w,)u, P-‘(Hess~) w2 - (b, w,)b), 
(4.14) 
where a = grad(log E) and b = grad(log ,u), (w,, w2) E C” X C3. 
Let .spr2 = l<l’ + 0 and choose Us, u2 E R3 so that (u,, u2. </l<l) is a right- 
handed orthonormal basis for lR3. Then according to Example 3.5, we obtain 
a basis for the kernel of the principal symbol p0 of the system (4.10) by 
putting 
u1 = (u,, -sgn(r>td~>“’ u2>, 
u2 = (u,, wt~)(dh>“’ u, 1. 
Since (vj, C$ = 0,j = 1,2, and (ui, uk) = djk, we obtain from (4.13) that 
(Q,(x, <) uj, uk) = -iK ‘(grad(s + ,u), < > Sj,. (4.15) 
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If u = (e, h) satisfies QU E Cm (R x R3), then Theorem 4.2 gives that the 
polarization set of u is a union of Hamilton orbits of Q, that is, the linear 
span of sections w(t, x, r, c) over bicharacteristics y of q(x, r, <) = &,a? - / cl* 
satisfying 
where 
H,w+iQ;w=O on Y, 
Qs, = Q, - (2i)-’ 1 (a,jQ#d,. 
Since we have (4.15) this gives that the polarization sets of solutions 
u = (e, h) to (4.10) are propagated along y without being twisted in the 
kernel of pO, i.e., without torsion. 
We shall now study the invariance properties of the Hamilton orbits under 
composition of operators. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let P, and P, be N X N systems of pseudodifferential 
operators on X. Assume that P, and P, are of real principal type, and that 
the composition P = P, P, also is of real principal type. Then 
the Hamilton orbits of P, are also Hamilton 
orbits of P. (4.16) 
Let E be an elliptic N x N system of pseudodifferential operators on X. Then 
r is a Hamilton orbit of P, E if and only 
if e(r) is a Hamilton orbit of P, . Here e (4.17) 
operates on the fiber; e(x, C; w) = (x, <; e(x, <)w). 
Proof: Put p1 = o(P,), p2 = u(P2) and p =p2 pI = a(P). Since e(.d’i,,) = 
A$, C_ -A’;, it suffices to prove that 
and 
D,b = D,,b (4.18) 
D,,b = 4Dp,,W’b))~ (4.19) 
modulo multiples of b, when b(x, <) E Kerp,(x, <). (Dp, D,,, and D,, are 
only defined modulo multiples of the identity.) To prove (4.18) we choose a 
1 x N system of pseudodifferential operators B with principal symbol 
b(x, c) E Ker p,(x, <) G Ker p(x, 0 on Gpl. Then we have 
D, b = ia(pPB - Bq(x, D) Id) 
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tnodulo b on QP,, if p has principal symbol p’ satisfying pp = q Id, where q is 
a scalar symbol of real principal type and q(x, D) has principal symbol 
q(x, <). Then pp, p, = q Id, so we can choose J?, =tipz. If we take p, = pPz, 
which has principal symbol p’, , we obtain 
D,, b = io((pP2) P, B - Bq(x, 0) Id) = D, b 
modulo b on Q,, , with proves (4.18). 
To prove (4.19) we construct a parametrix E, for E. Then o(E,) = e-‘, so 
e-‘ji = u(E,p,) satisfies (e-‘$,)(p, e) = q Id. We obtain 
e(D,,,(e-lb)) = o(E) io(E,,~, P,E(E,B) - (E$) q(x, D) Id) 
= ia@, P, B - Bq(x, D) Id) = D,, b 
modulo b on 52,, since a(E,B) = e’b E Kerp, e on a,, and p, e = a(P,E). 
This proves (4.19) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
We shall now construct solutions microlocally with polarization set equal 
to arbitrary Hamilton orbits of P. This will prove that D, is the unique 
partial connection (module the identity) on ‘4; that makes the polarization 
set parallel. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let P be an N x N system of pseudodifferential operators 
on a manifold X and assume that P is of real principal type at ( y, n) E Q,. 
Let y be the integral curve through ( y, n) of the Hamilton field of flp and let 
F be a union of Hamilton orbits of P over the rays through y, so that F is 
conical in r and linear in the fiber. Then there exist a conical neighborhood 
o of (y, n) and u E @‘(X, C”) such that w f? WF(Pu) f 0 and 
WF,,,(u)\O = I’\0 over w. 
Proof. It is clear that it suffices to construct u in a conical neighborhood 
of (y, q) and then cut off with a suitable pseudodifferential operator with 
symbol supported near (y, v). 
As was shown after Example 3.3 we can construct elliptic, homogeneous 
N x N symbols a(x, c) and b(x, <) such that, with p = a(P), we have 
in a conical neighborhood of (y, v). Here q is a scalar symbol of real prin- 
cipal type and E is an elliptic (N-K) x (N-K) symbol. We can choose 
the homogeneity of a and b so that q and E are homogeneous of degree 1. If 
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A and B are elliptic N x N systems of pseudodifferential operators on X with 
principal symbols a and b, then 
(4.2 1) 
where u(P,,) = q . Id, and a(Pz2) = E near (y, Q’). We can construct a 
parametrix E, for P,, microlocally near (y, a), then (4.20) gives that P,, E, 
has negative order near (y, ‘I) so by multiplying with 
B, = 14 -P,,E, 
0 Id,-, 
to the left we can assume that (y, q) 6 WF(P,,), and this does not change 
the principal symbol. Now, according to Corollary 2.8 and Proposition 4.4 it 
suffices to prove the theorem for P,, which has principal symbol equal to 
(4.20) in a neighborhood of (y, q). We shall now reduce the proof to the 
case when the principal symbol is equal to q . Id,. 
If u,ELZ’(X,CK) and (y,q)@? WF(PI,u,), then with 
24 = (u,, --w,,u,) 
we obtain that (y, r]) & WF(P, u), and 
(4.22) 
over a conical neighborhood of (y, q), where n, is the projection 
CN 3 (w’, w”) -+ w’ E 6” in the fiber. In fact, (4.22) follows after application 
of Proposition 2.7 to 
and 
u=(u,,q)+u, (4.23) 
U13 (u, 3 -E,P2, u,) = u; (4.24) 
since (4.20) gives that the order of P,, is lower than the order of P,, 
microlocally near (y, q), the principal symbol of (4.24) is equal to (Id,, 0) 
near (y, II). Since the Hamilton orbits of P, are the liftings of the Hamilton 
orbits of P, , , it suffices to prove the theorem when the operator has principal 
symbol equal to q - Id,. 
Now we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. By conjugating every 
element of P,, with an elliptic scalar Fourier integral operator we can 
assume that q(x, t;) = 5,) y = { (0, x,,G,O);x,E W) and (.Y,v)=(O,G,O)E 
T*R”\O. As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we can then construct an elliptic 
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KxK system E of pseudodifferential operators such that 
(0, G 9 0) @G ww, , E - ED,), so we can assume that P,, = D, Id,. 
Thus it suffices to find U, E g(R”, C”) satisfying Dnu, = 0 such that 
where L is an arbitrary linear subspace of CK. This means that u,(x’, xn) = 
u,(x’) E g’(W”-‘, C”), where WFP,,(v,)\O = {(0, t&) x (L\O); t E R,}. In 
fact, if Z? is a 1 X K system of pseudodifferential operators with symbol 
@x, C) and u~(x’, x,,) = u,(Y), then 
&x, D) u,(x) =i,,(x’, 0’) u,(x’), 
where A”,. has symbol 6(x’, x,, <‘, 0), so 
By using a linear transformation in the fiber we may assume that 
L = (W E CK; wj = 0, j > M}, A4 Q K. Then the construction of such a U, is 
given by Example 2.6, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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